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Abstract

In this paper, we study the robust resource allocation design for secure communication in an inte-

grated sensing and communication (ISAC) system. A multi-antenna dual-functional radar-communication

(DFRC) base station (BS) serves multiple single-antenna legitimate users and senses for targets simul-

taneously, where already identified targets are treated as potential single-antenna eavesdroppers. The

DFRC BS scans a sector with a sequence of dedicated beams, and the ISAC system takes a snapshot of

the environment during the transmission of each beam. Based on the sensing information, the DFRC BS

can acquire the channel state information (CSI) of the potential eavesdroppers. Different from existing

works that focused on the resource allocation design for a single snapshot, in this paper, we propose a

novel optimization framework that jointly optimizes the communication and sensing resources over a

sequence of snapshots with adjustable durations. Besides, artificial noise (AN) is exploited by the BS

for joint sensing and physical layer security provisioning. To this end, we jointly optimize the duration

of each snapshot, the beamforming vector, and the covariance matrix of the AN for maximization of the

system sum secrecy rate over a sequence of snapshots while guaranteeing a minimum required average

achievable rate and a maximum information leakage constraint for each legitimate user. The resource

allocation algorithm design is formulated as a non-convex optimization problem, where we account for

the imperfect CSI of both the legitimate users and the potential eavesdroppers. To make the problem

tractable, we derive a bound for the uncertainty region of the potential eavesdroppers’ small-scale fading

based on a safe approximation, which facilitates the development of a block coordinate descent-based
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iterative algorithm for obtaining an efficient suboptimal solution. Simulation results illustrate that the

proposed scheme can significantly enhance the physical layer security of ISAC systems compared to

three baseline schemes. Moreover, compared to the conventional multi-stage approach for ISAC system

design, the proposed approach based on variable-length snapshots not only facilitates a highly-directional

offline sensing beam design but also allows us to flexibly prioritize communication or sensing depending

on the application scenario.

Index Terms

Integrated sensing and communication, imperfect channel state information, secure communication,

beamforming design.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past decades, the radio spectrum crunch has become a severe problem for wireless

communications [1], [2]. This has spurred both academia and industry to seek new promising

solutions to address this issue. Recently, there has been a significant research interest in integrated

sensing and communication (ISAC), which is expected to dramatically improve spectral efficiency

[3]–[5]. In particular, supported by novel dual-functional radar-communication (DFRC) base

stations (BSs), ISAC not only enables the spectral coexistence of radar systems and wireless

communication systems, but also allows the dual use of expensive hardware equipment. More-

over, by embedding information into radar sensing signals or vice versa, ISAC can simultaneously

provide communication services for users and acquire information of sensing targets. Motivated

by these advantages, several works have proposed to integrate DFRC BSs into wireless systems

and to exploit ISAC techniques to enhance communication and sensing performance at low costs

[6]–[12]. For instance, the authors of [8] developed optimal waveforms for DFRC systems to

achieve a flexible trade-off between radar and communication performance. Also, in [9], the

authors optimized the transmit beamforming vectors for the minimization of the deviation of the

radar sensing beam from a desired sensing beam pattern, while ensuring the quality-of-service

(QoS) requirements of communication users. Although [7]–[12] have revealed the enormous

potential of ISAC to facilitate joint sensing and information transmission in a spectrum- and

energy-efficient manner, they have not considered security which is of utmost importance in

wireless communication systems.

Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, wireless communication systems are

inherently vulnerable to potential security breaches. Yet, the integration of sensing and com-
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munication further aggravates the vulnerability to eavesdropping which creates a bottleneck for

unlocking the full potential of ISAC systems [3], [5], [13]. Specifically, for radar sensing, the

DFRC BS has to illuminate the targets with high power such that the desired sensing information,

e.g., angle and velocity, can be obtained based on their echoes [14]. Also, the side lobes of the

beam used for sensing should be suppressed below a desired threshold to avoid unfavorable

clutter. To facilitate joint high-quality sensing and communication, the DFRC BS has to design

the information-carrying signal to synthesize such a highly-directional sensing beam. As a result,

the information-carrying signal is inevitably leaked to the targets and can potentially be decoded

for wiretapping if the targets are malicious eavesdroppers. These observations make security a

main concern for the design of practical ISAC systems.

The injection of artificial noise (AN) at the BS has been widely used to improve physical layer

security in wireless communication systems [15], [16]. Specifically, by exploiting channel state

information (CSI), the AN signal can be designed to intentionally degrade the channel quality of

the eavesdropper without considerably affecting the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)

at the legitimate users. The extra degrees of freedom (DoFs) introduced by AN injection are also

beneficial for security provisioning in ISAC systems. In particular, given a desired sensing area,

the radar system can pre-design the beamwidth, directivity, and sidelobe level of a set of beams

taking into account the geometry of the target area and the required sensing accuracy. These

beams can then be sequentially transmitted to facilitate fine resolution target scanning [17]. As a

result, the DFRC BS can synthesize the desired sensing signal by optimizing the amalgamation

of the information-carrying signal and the AN signal, which facilitates simultaneous sensing

and secure communication [5]. Initial results on joint beamforming and AN design for secure

ISAC systems have been presented in [18], [19]. In particular, the authors of [18] considered a

multiple-input multiple-output DFRC system and studied the joint design of the beamforming

vectors and the AN covariance matrix for minimization of the SINR at a radar target (potential

eavesdropper) while meeting the QoS requirements of the legitimate users. Besides, in [19], the

authors investigated the optimal transmit beamforming design for minimization of the mismatch

between the actual beam pattern and the desired beam pattern to ensure secure communication

in an ISAC system. However, the techniques developed in [18], [19] may not be capable of

exploiting the full potential of ISAC due to the adopted multi-stage design approach. In particular,

in the first stage, the DFRC BS generates an omnidirectional beam to sense the presence of targets

by analyzing the echo signals [8]. Then, based on this analysis, the DFRC BS designs a multi-
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beam beam pattern whose main lobes cover the directions of all targets [17]. At last, the DFRC

BS optimizes the beamforming vectors for the data signals and the AN to synthesize the desired

multi-beam beam pattern for joint sensing and secure communication. Alternatively, the DFRC

BS may directly exploit the rough sensing information acquired in the first stage to optimize the

actual beam pattern [19], [20]. Yet, as this requires the DFRC BS to directly synthesize a flat-top

beam pattern, unavoidable ripples in the main lobe appear which potentially degrade the sensing

quality [17]. Herein, we refer to the transmission of the actual beam pattern as one snapshot of the

ISAC system. In fact, the multi-stage design approach outlined above has been adopted in most

existing works, e.g., [8]–[12], [20]. However, this approach has several drawbacks. Specifically,

as mentioned before, in practical radar systems, the ideal sensing beam pattern has to have a high

directivity to illuminate the targets with high power while avoiding unfavorable clutter [21]. Yet,

the isotropic radiation pattern adopted in the first stage of the multi-stage design approach may

cause heavy clutter returns, leading to very coarse sensing information regarding the targets [22].

Moreover, the imprecise information obtained in the first stage may make the subsequent design

of the multi-beam beam pattern ineffective, which potentially degrades the sensing quality. The

above discussion suggests that the existing single snapshot multi-stage design approach may not

lead to high-performance ISAC systems. Furthermore, most existing works, e.g., [7]–[12], [18],

[19], assumed a pure line-of-sight (LoS) channel between the DFRC BS and the target, which

may be an overly-simplistic assumption for practical ISAC systems. Specifically, for terrestrial

ISAC systems, the channel between the DFRC BS and the target is expected to include both an

LoS and multi-path fading components [11], [23], [24], constituting a Ricean fading channel.

Hence, the results obtained in [7]–[12] for pure LoS ISAC channels may not be applicable in

practice.

Motivated by the above discussion, in this paper, we propose a novel design approach and

optimization framework for ISAC systems, where the available resources are jointly optimized

over a sequence of variable-length snapshots. In particular, a multi-antenna DFRC BS is tasked

to scan a sector of a cell for sensing targets, while providing secure communication services

to multiple single-antenna legitimate users, where targets detected in previous scans are treated

as potential single-antenna eavesdroppers. In fact, periodic scanning is the fundamental mode

of operation of most practical radar systems for realizing target sensing [25]. By dividing a

sector into several slices of equal size, the DFRC BS can provide high-quality sensing service

by successively illuminating the individual slices with highly-directional beams. Then, based on
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the received echo signals, the DFRC BS can acquire the CSI of the potential eavesdroppers.

Given the geometry of a slice of the sector, the beamwidth and directivity of the sensing beams

can be designed offline. To facilitate joint sensing and secure communication, in each snapshot,

the DFRC BS jointly optimizes the beamforming vectors and the covariance matrix of the AN

to synthesize a pre-designed highly-directional beam pattern to illuminate one specific slice

of the sector. Moreover, by varying the duration of the snapshots, we can flexibly prioritize

communication or sensing based on the application scenario without significantly degrading

the other functionality. On the other hand, in practice, the integration of radar and secure

communication may give rise to CSI estimation errors at the DFRC BS originating from both the

radar system and the communication system. To facilitate reliable communication and sensing,

we investigate a robust resource allocation design for ISAC systems by taking into account the

imperfect knowledge of the CSI of both the legitimate users and the potential eavesdroppers.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

‚ We formulate the robust and secure resource allocation algorithm design for multiuser ISAC

systems as a non-convex optimization problem taking into account the imperfect knowledge

of the CSI of the legitimate users and potential eavesdroppers.

‚ We propose a novel design strategy and optimization framework for ISAC systems based

on variable length snapshots where the DFRC BS can flexibly adjust the durations of the

snapshots and sequentially serve each slice of the considered sector with a highly-directional

beam to facilitate simultaneous high-quality sensing and communication.

‚ To facilitate reliable ISAC in practical systems, we first adopt a bounded uncertainty model

to capture the effect of the distance estimation error. Moreover, we capture the joint impact

of the angle uncertainty and the multi-path fading uncertainty of the eavesdroppers by a

bounded uncertainty model, leading to an intractable uncertainty region. To overcome this

difficulty, we derive a tractable bound for the joint angle and multi-path fading uncertainty

region via a safe approximation and replace the original optimization problem with a lower

bound. To obtain an efficient suboptimal solution, a low-complexity suboptimal algorithm

is developed by capitalizing on block coordinate descent (BCD), inner approximation (IA),

and semidefinite relaxation (SDR) methods.

‚ Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can achieve a higher sum secrecy rate

compared to three baseline schemes. Moreover, our results unveil the importance of taking

into account CSI uncertainty for the design of ISAC systems. Besides, compared to the
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commonly-adopted single snapshot multi-stage design approach, e.g., [8]–[12], [20], the

proposed optimization framework allows us to prioritize sensing and communication in a

more flexible manner.

Notation: Vectors and matrices are denoted by boldface lower case and boldface capital letters,

respectively. RNˆM and CNˆM denote the spaces of N ˆ M real-valued and complex-valued

matrices, respectively. ℜ t¨u extracts the real part of a complex number. | ¨ | and || ¨ ||2 denote

the absolute value of a complex scalar and the Euclidean norm of a vector, respectively. IN

refers to the identity matrix of dimension N . HN denotes the set of complex Hermitian matrices

of dimension N . AT and AH refer to the transpose and conjugate transpose of matrix A,

respectively. A ľ 0 indicates that A is a positive semidefinite matrix. ||A||F , TrpAq, and

RankpAq denote the Frobenius norm, trace, and rank of matrix A, respectively. E t¨u represents

statistical expectation.
∆“ and „ refer to “defined as” and “distributed as”, respectively. CN p0, σ2q

specifies the distribution of a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with mean

0 and variance σ2. Z˚ refers to the optimal value of Z. rzs` stands for max t0, zu. The gradient

vector of function gpzq with respect to z is denoted by ∇zgpzq.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we first present the system and signal models for secure multiuser ISAC

downlink transmission. Then, we discuss the CSI models adopted for the legitimate users and

eavesdroppers, respectively.

A. ISAC System Model

We consider a downlink ISAC multiuser communication system comprising a DFRC BS, K

legitimate users, and J previously detected targets, cf. Figure 1. The DFRC BS is equipped

with a uniform linear array (ULA) which comprises NT antennas, while the K legitimate users

and the J previously detected targets are assumed to be single-antenna devices. In particular,

we consider an electronic conical scanning radar-based DFRC BS [26], [27], whose task it

is to scan a sector area with a sequence of M beams, designed for sensing, to detect new

targets and update the information already acquired about the J known targets within a scanning

period Ttot. Different from the K legitimate users that actively interact with the DFRC BS

at the beginning of each scanning period, we assume that the J known targets were sensed

and identified by the DFRC BS in the previous scanning period, and thus, they are treated as
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Fig. 1. ISAC system comprising one DFRC BS, K “ 3 legitimate users, and J “ 1 previously detected target (potential

eavesdropper). To facilitate simultaneous sensing and communication, in M “ 8 snapshots, the DFRC BS sequentially transmits

a set of 8 directional beams to cover the entire sector. In each snapshot, the DFRC BS optimizes the snapshot duration,

beamforming vectors, and AN such that the resulting beam facilitates joint sensing and secure communication.

potential eavesdroppers in the current scanning period of the ISAC system. Hence, the DFRC

BS can obtain the CSI of the potential eavesdroppers based on the echoes received in the

previous scanning period. Moreover, each beam is assumed to point in a specific direction to

cover a slice of the sector with a desired power gain [17]. To facilitate high-quality sensing,

the DFRC BS aims at illuminating each slice of the sector with the main lobe of a highly-

directional beam for a certain amount of time such that a sufficient number of echoes can be

received for target information acquisition. As a result, given the geometry of the slices, we can

compute the required beamwidth, directivity, and sidelobe level of the highly-directional beam

in advance, and hence, the desired beam pattern can be pre-designed offline and stored at the

DFRC BS. During the transmission of beam pattern m, the DFRC BS takes snapshot m of the

environment for snapshot duration trms ą 0, @m P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mu.1 To facilitate joint sensing and

communication, the DFRC BS generates information-carrying beamforming vectors and an AN

signal to synthesize the pre-designed sensing beam patterns [18], [19]. Furthermore, to nimbly

coordinate sensing and communication, we assume the DFRC BS can flexibly adjust the durations

1The required duration of a snapshot depends on the type of radar and the algorithm adopted for extracting the sensing

information. We note that the duration of a snapshot can be varied in digitally programmable radar systems [28].
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of the snapshots according to the requirements of the ISAC system [28], [29]. For instance, if the

desired sensing beam pattern in a snapshot is also favorable for secure communication, the DFRC

BS can extend the duration of this snapshot to facilitate information transmission. To simplify

the notation, we collect the indices of the snapshots during the entire scanning period Ttot, the

legitimate users, and the potential eavesdroppers in sets M “ t1, . . . ,Mu, K “ t1, . . . , Ku, and

J “ t1, . . . , Ju, respectively.

B. Signal Model

We focus on one scanning period of the ISAC system. In each snapshot, the DFRC BS

transmits K independent data streams to the K legitimate users. Moreover, to facilitate target

sensing while ensuring secure communication, an AN signal is added to the data signal. As a

result, in the m-th snapshot, the signal transmitted by the DFRC BS is given by

xrms “
ÿ

kPK

wkrmsbkrms ` vrms, @m P M. (1)

Here, wkrms P CNTˆ1 denotes the beamformer in snapshot m for serving legitimate user k

and bkrms P C is the corresponding information symbol. Without loss of generality, we assume

Et|bkrms|2u “ 1, @m P M, @k P K. Moreover, the AN signal vrms P CNTˆ1 is modeled as

vrms „ CN p0,Vrmsq , (2)

where Vrms ľ 0, Vrms P HNT , denotes the covariance matrix of the AN signal.

The received signal at legitimate user k is given by

yUk
rms “ hH

k rmswkrmsbkrmsloooooooooomoooooooooon
Desired signal

`
ÿ

rPKztku

hH
k rmswrrmsbrrms

loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
Multiuser interference

`hH
k rmsvrmslooooomooooon
Artificial noise

`nUk
rms, (3)

where hkrms P CNTˆ1 denotes the channel vector between the DFRC BS and legitimate user k

in snapshot m, and nUk
rms „ CN p0, σ2

Uk
q denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

at legitimate user k with variance σ2
Uk

.

The received signal at potential eavesdropper j in snapshot m is given by

yEj
rms “ gH

j rms
ÿ

kPK

wkrmsbkrms ` gH
j rmsvrms ` nEj

rms, (4)

where nEj
rms „ CN p0, σ2

Ej
q denotes the equivalent AWGN at potential eavesdropper j with

variance σ2
Ej

. Moreover, gjrms P CNTˆ1 denotes the channel vector between the DFRC BS and
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potential eavesdropper j. For high-quality sensing, an LoS link between the DFRC BS and the

target is needed [3]. Therefore, in the ISAC literature, gjrms is usually modeled as an LoS

channel [18], [19]. This assumption is valid when the target to be sensed is an aerial target or

the radio propagation environment does not include scatterers. However, for terrestrial targets

scattering is usually unavoidable, such that non-negligible multi-path fading may be present [23],

[24]. To take into account this important aspect, in this paper, we model gjrms as Ricean fading

with a strong LoS component and a multi-path fading component. Specifically, channel vector

gjrms is modeled as

gjrms “
?
α

djrms
´c ρj

1 ` ρj
pgjrms `

d
1

1 ` ρj
rgjrms

¯
, (5)

where α “ pλc

4π
q2 is a constant with λc being the wavelength of the frequency of the carrier

and ρj ě 0 is the Ricean factor. Moreover, djrms P R denotes the distance between the DFRC

BS and potential eavesdropper j in snapshot m. Furthermore, pgjrms P CNTˆ1 represents the

deterministic LoS channel vector which is given by

pgjrms “
”
1, ej2πωsinθj rms, . . . , ej2πωpNT´1qsinθjrms

ıT
, (6)

where ω denotes the normalized spacing between adjacent antennas and θjrms is the angle

specifying the direction of potential eavesdropper j. Besides, rgjrms P CNTˆ1 is the multi-path

scattered channel vector denoted by rgjrms “ rrgj,1rms, . . . , rgj,NT
rmssT , where rgj,nrms P C is the

n-th component of rgjrms, @n P t1, . . . , NTu.

C. Channel State Information

Next, we discuss how the CSI in the considered ISAC system is obtained. Specifically, the

legitimate users are assumed to transmit pilot symbols to the DFRC BS to facilitate channel

estimation. As a result, accurate instantaneous CSI of the legitimate users can be obtained at

the beginning of the scanning period. Yet, as the DFRC BS sequentially scans the entire sector

using M snapshots, the CSI of the legitimate users may become outdated due to the movement

of the legitimate users and/or the scatterers in the environment. In practice, the length of the

scanning period Ttot can be tuned according to the specific application requirements. To capture

this effect, we adopt a bounded uncertainty model for characterizing the CSI imperfection [30].
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Specifically, the CSI of the links between the DFRC BS and legitimate user k in snapshot m is

modeled as follows

hkrms “ hk ` ∆hkrms, Ωkrms ∆“
 
∆hkrms P C

NTˆ1 : }∆hkrms}2 ď µkrms
(
, (7)

where hk P CNTˆ1 is the estimate of the channel of legitimate user k at the beginning of the

scanning period. The uncertainty caused by the outdated CSI of the channel of legitimate user k

in snapshot m is modelled by ∆hkrms P CNTˆ1. Set Ωkrms collects all the possible CSI errors

in the m-th snapshot, with their norms bounded by µkrms. We note that the bounded uncertainty

model in (7) is a suitable and commonly-adopted CSI uncertainty model to account for outdated

CSI and estimation errors [16].

Next, we discuss the CSI of the potential eavesdroppers. In particular, for target sensing, one

primary task is to acquire the distance and angle information of the targets [3], [4]. However,

due to the hardware limitations of the DFRC BS, unavoidable estimation errors, movement

of the targets, and/or finite beamwidth of the sensing beams, the DFRC BS may not be able

to accurately measure the distance and angle information of the potential eavesdroppers [18].

In this paper, we take these uncertainties into account for a robust resource allocation design.

Specifically, we model the distance between the DFRC BS and eavesdropper j in snapshot m

as djrms “ dj ` ∆djrms, where dj is the estimate of the distance between the DFRC BS

and potential eavesdropper j acquired at the beginning of the scanning period and ∆djrms is

the corresponding distance uncertainty in snapshot m. We assume that the distance uncertainty

∆djrms is bounded by Djrms, i.e., |∆djrms| ď Djrms. Similarly, we model the angle uncertainty

as θjrms “ θj`∆θjrms, where θj is the estimate of the angle of potential eavesdropper j acquired

at the beginning of the scanning period and ∆θjrms is the corresponding angle uncertainty in

snapshot m. We assume that the angle uncertainty ∆θjrms is bounded by φjrms, i.e., |∆θjrms| ď
φjrms. Furthermore, potential eavesdroppers usually conceal themselves and do not proactively

interact with the DFRC BS for CSI estimation. As a result, the DFRC BS may not be able to

acquire information regarding the multi-path fading component of the eavesdroppers’ channels.

Hence, in this paper, we assume that information regarding the multi-path fading component of

the channels between the DFRC BS and the potential eavesdroppers is not available. To capture

this effect, we regard the multi-path fading component as a channel uncertainty that deviates from

the strong LoS component and adopt a bounded uncertainty model to characterize the resulting

uncertainty. In particular, we assume that the absolute values of the elements of the multi-path
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fading component, rgj,nrms, are bounded by βj,nrms, i.e., |rgj,nrms| ď βj,nrms.2 In practice, the

value of βj,nrms depends on the specific system setup and the scattering in the environment and

can be estimated based on field measurements or radio maps [33]. In summary, channel vector

gjrms is modelled as follows

gjrms “
c

α

p1 ` ρjqpdj ` ∆djrmsq2
”?

ρj
“
1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ej2πωpNT´1qsinpθj`∆θjrmsq

‰T ` rgjrms
ı
. (8)

We note that (8) contains three different uncertainty terms, i.e., ∆djrms, ∆θjrms, and rgjrms. The

uncertainty term ∆djrms can be tackled by employing a suitable mathematical transformation

and the S-procedure. Yet, the uncertainty terms ∆θjrms and rgjrms are challenging for a robust

resource allocation design. To overcome this obstacle, in Section IV, we derive a tractable bound

that captures the joint effects of these two uncertainty terms by applying a safe approximation

[34].

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the robust resource allocation design as an optimization problem,

after defining the adopted performance metrics.

A. Performance Metrics

According to (3), the achievable rate (bits/s/Hz) of legitimate user k in snapshot m is given

by

Rkrms “ log2

´
1 `

ˇ̌
hH
k rmswkrms

ˇ̌2
ř

rPKztku

|hH
k rmswrrms|2 ` TrphkrmshH

k rmsVrmsq ` σ2
Uk

¯
. (9)

To guarantee secure communications, we consider a worst-case scenario by assuming that

the potential eavesdroppers are capable of eliminating all multiuser interference (MUI) before

decoding the information intended for a specific legitimate user [35]. As a result, in snapshot

m, the capacity (bits/s/Hz) of the channel between the DFRC BS and potential eavesdropper j

for wiretapping the signal of legitimate user k is given by

Ck,jrms “ log2

´
1 `

ˇ̌
gH
j rmswkrms

ˇ̌2

TrpgjrmsgH
j rmsVrmsq ` σ2

Ej

¯
. (10)

2We note that although, for the Ricean fading model, the multipath component is not bounded, by carefully choosing a

sufficiently large βj,nrms, the probability that the constraint is violated can be made arbitrarily small. The practicality of the

adopted bounded uncertainty model to characterize Gaussian-type uncertainties, as is the case for Ricean fading, has been

justified in [31], [32].
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Therefore, in the m-th snapshot, the maximum achievable secrecy rate between the BS and the

k-th legitimate user is given by [36]

Rsec
k rms “

”
Rkrms ´ max

jPJ
Cj,krms

ı`

(11)

and the system sum secrecy rate in the m-th snapshot is given by
ř
kPK

Rsec
k rms.

B. Problem Formulation

In this paper, we aim at maximizing the system sum secrecy rate over M snapshots within

scanning period Ttot, while ensuring the average achievable rate of each legitimate user is above

a pre-defined threshold, the information leakage to potential eavesdroppers is below a given

threshold, and the mismatch between the synthesized actual beam and the ideal beam desired

for sensing is less than a pre-defined threshold. To start with, we define beamforming matrix

Wkrms “ wkrmswH
k rms, @m, @k. The duration of each snapshot, the beamforming matrix, and

the covariance matrix of the AN, i.e., ttrms,Wkrms,Vrmsu, are jointly designed by solving the

following optimization problem3

maximize
Wkrms,VrmsPHNT ,trms

1

Ttot

ÿ

mPM

trms
ÿ

kPK

”
min

∆hkrmsPΩkrms
Rkrms ´ max

jPJ
max

|∆θjrms|ďφj rms,
|rgj,nrms|ďβj,nrms,
|∆djrms|ďDjrms

Cj,krms
ı`

subject to C1:
ÿ

kPK

TrpWkrmsq ` TrpVrmsq ď Pmax, @m,

C2:

›››››
ÿ

kPK

Wkrms ` Vrms ´ Rdrms
›››››

2

F

ď δdrms, @m,

C3:
ÿ

mPM

trms ď Ttot, C4:
1

Ttot

ÿ

mPM

trms min
∆hkrmsPΩkrms

Rkrms ě Rreqk
, @k,

C5:
1

Ttot

ÿ

mPM

trms max
jPJ

max
|∆θjrms|ďφjrms,

|rgj,nrms|ďβj,nrms,
|∆dj rms|ďDj rms

Cj,krms ď Rtolk , @k,

C6: tmin ď trms ď tmax, @m, C7: Vrms ľ 0, @m,

C8: Wkrms ľ 0, @m, @k, C9: RankpWkrmsq ď 1, @m, @k. (12)

3We note that the number of data symbols transmitted per snapshot depends on the adopted standard. To comply with the

Long-Term Evolution (LTE) standard [37], the DFRC BS has to transmit at least 84 data symbols in each snapshot that is

used for information transmission. With the proposed optimization framework, the minimum duration of each snapshot can be

adjusted to accommodate the required minimum number of data symbols and to ensure that the desired beam pattern is well

approximated by the covariance matrix of the transmit signal.
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Here, the non-negative constant Pmax in constraint C1 denotes the maximum transmit power of

the DFRC BS in each snapshot. Moreover, to provide high-quality sensing service in snapshot

m, the DFRC BS illuminates the targets with pre-designed highly-directional sensing beam

patterns, which are characterized by the covariance matrix of the desired waveform [18], [38],

i.e., Rdrms. To facilitate simultaneous high-quality sensing and secure communication, the DFRC

BS has to synthesize the desired sensing beam patterns by designing the information signal and

the AN appropriately. As such, similar to [3], [18], in this paper, we introduce constraint C2

which ensures that in each snapshot m, the difference between the covariance matrix of the

desired highly-directional radar beam pattern and that of the actual signal transmitted by the

DFRC BS is smaller than a pre-defined threshold δdrms.4 Constraint C3 guarantees that the

duration of the M snapshots does not exceed the maximum allowable scanning period. To

ensure that each legitimate user enjoys satisfactory communication service within the scanning

period, the minimum average achievable rate of user k has to be greater than a desired rate

Rreqk
, as specified in constraint C4 [38]. Rtolk in constraint C5 limits the maximum information

leakage of each user to ensure secure communications.5 Furthermore, constraint C6 specifies the

permissible range of the duration of each snapshot. On the one hand, the minimum snapshot

length, i.e., tmin, accounts for two important aspects of sensing. First, due to the limitations of

the hardware and the proportions of the radar, a minimum time interval between two consecutive

radar snapshots is required [39]. Second, to facilitate high-quality sensing, the DFRC BS has to

illuminate each slice of the sector and receives echoes for target information acquisition for a

certain minimum amount of time [5]. On the other hand, constraining the maximum duration of

a snapshot facilitates timely CSI updating and target sensing. Vrms P HNT and constraint C7

ensure that Vrms is a covariance matrix. Wkrms P HNT , @m P M, @k P K, and the constraints

in C8 and C9 are imposed to ensure that Wkrms “ wkrmswH
k rms still holds after optimization

of beamforming matrix Wkrms.

4Note that a smaller value of δdrms reduces the maximum deviation allowed from the desired beam pattern, which is beneficial

for target sensing. On the contrary, a larger value of δdrms gives the DFRC BS more flexibility in designing the information

beamforming vectors, potentially facilitating higher secrecy rates. As a result, δdrms can be used to prioritize communication

and sensing depending on the application scenario.

5We note that rather than restricting the secrecy rate of each user, the considered sum secrecy rate maximization formulation

with constraints on the achievable rate and the maximum information leakage of each user provides a higher flexibility for secure

resource allocation with respect to the rate requirements of different applications, e.g., multimedia services, Internet-of-Things,

etc. In fact, with the proposed algorithm, we can ensure secure communication for each legitimate user.
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Remark 1: We note that if constraint C4 is absent from (12), the proposed robust resource allo-

cation optimization problem ensures a non-negative maximum achievable secrecy rate for legiti-

mate user k in each snapshot, i.e., Rsec
k rms “

”
min

∆hkrmsPΩkrms
Rkrms´max

jPJ
max

|∆θjrms|ďφjrms,
|rgj,nrms|ďβj,nrms,
|∆dj rms|ďDj rms

Cj,krms
ı`

,

@m, even in the presence of CSI uncertainty. This is due to the fact that if the maximum

achievable secrecy rate of legitimate user k became negative, the DFRC BS would shut down the

information transmission to user k and reallocate the available power to other users. However,

since constraint C4 imposes a minimum average achievable rate for each legitimate user, it

is possible that the DFRC BS transmits to user k even if Rsec
k rms ă 0 in snapshot m as

long as constraint C5 is satisfied. We note that this is also inevitable in conventional wireless

communication systems. Nevertheless, we will show in Section V that by employing the proposed

algorithm and carefully choosing the values of Rreqk
and Rtolk , negative Rsec

k rms do not occur

in the entire range of the considered Rreqk
. Therefore, in this paper, we remove the operation

r¨s` from the objective function in (12).

We note that the optimization problem in (12) is non-convex. In particular, the non-convexity

stems from the highly coupled optimization variables and the fractional SINR expression in

both the objective function and constraints C4 and C5. Moreover, due to the continuous CSI

uncertainty sets in the objective function and constraints C4 and C5, the considered optimization

problem is a semi-infinite programming problem which involves an infinite number of con-

straints6 and is in general intractable for a robust resource allocation algorithm design. Besides,

rank constraint C9 is also an obstacle for efficiently solving the formulated problem. There is no

known systematic approach for solving (12) optimally in polynomial time. Therefore, in the next

section, we first propose a series of transformations, and then, develop a computational-efficient

BCD-based iterative algorithm to tackle the considered optimization problem.

IV. SOLUTION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

In this section, we tackle the optimization problem in (12). In particular, based on a safe

approximation, we first derive a bound for the intractable uncertainty region of the eavesdroppers’

small-scale fading induced by uncertainty terms ∆θjrms and rgjrms, and study the accuracy of

6To illustrate the semi-infinite programming nature of the considered problem, we take constraint C4 as an example and

rewrite it equivalently as C4: 1
Ttot

ř
mPM

trmsRkrms ě Rreqk , @k, ∆hkrms P Ωkrms, leading to infinitely many constraints

because of the continuous set Ωkrms.
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Fig. 2. Top-left figure: Illustration of the actual uncertainty

region (the shadowed area) and the proposed safe approx-

imation (the blue-colored circle area). Bottom-left figure:

Illustration of the actual uncertainty region. Right-half figure:

A zoom-in illustration of the two uncertainty regions and

some key notations adopted in the geometrical analysis.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the tightness of the bound with respect

to the angle uncertainty φ in degree and the normalized

multi-path fading uncertainty rn
R

for n “ 6, ω “ 0.5, and

θ “ π

3
.

the bound. Then, we transform the resulting problem into an equivalent form. Subsequently, by

capitalizing on BCD theory, we divide the optimization variables into two blocks to overcome

their coupling. Finally, by applying IA [40] and SDR, we solve the BCD subproblems in an

alternating manner.

A. Bound for Uncertainty Region of Eavesdroppers’ Small-Scale Fading

In this subsection, to facilitate the robust resource allocation design, we derive a bound for

the intractable uncertainty region of the eavesdroppers’ small-scale fading based on analytic

geometry theory.7 We start by considering the small-scale fading component of one entry of an

eavesdropper’s channel vector g, i.e.,
`?

ρej2πωpn´1qsinpθ`∆θq `rgn
˘
, to obtain the proposed bound

with the help of Figure 2. In particular, for a given θ, we represent the term
?
ρej2πωpn´1qsinθ

as a point with angle ϕn “ 2πωpn ´ 1qsinθ on the black-colored circle with radius R “ ?
ρ.

Given the bounded angle uncertainty |∆θ| ď φ, the term
?
ρej2πωpn´1qsinpθ`∆θq corresponds to an

arc on the black-colored circle. Considering the bounded multi-path fading uncertainty rgn with

7Unless specified otherwise, in this subsection, we omit the snapshot and eavesdropper indices, i.e., m and j, for brevity.
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|rgn| ď βn, for a given angle uncertainty ∆θ, the uncertainty region of the multi-path fading is

also a circle, which has its center on the black-colored circle and radius rn “ βn. As a result,

the joint angle and multi-path fading uncertainty region is the union of a set of circles whose

centers are located on the same black-colored circle. The area of this uncertainty region, denoted

as Aactn , is the summation of two half circles and a part of a ring, cf. Figure 2 (bottom-left). In

particular, by applying analytic geometry theory, we have

Aactn “ 2 ˆ 1

2
πr2n ` rπpR ` rnq2 ´ πpR ´ rnq2s2ϕn

2π
“ πr2n ` 4Rrn

ϕn

π
, (13)

where ϕn ě 0 is given by

ϕn “
ˇ̌
2πωpn ´ 1qsinθ ´ 2πωpn ´ 1qsinpθ ` φq

ˇ̌
. (14)

The non-convexity of this joint uncertainty region is an obstacle to robust resource allocation

design since the commonly adopted approaches for handling uncertainty such as the S-procedure

[41] require a convex uncertainty region. To overcome this difficulty, we bound the joint uncer-

tainty region by a superset uncertainty region given by a circle, namely, the blue-colored circle

in Figure 2. We note that the convex hull of the joint uncertainty region is a tighter bound than

the proposed blue-colored circle. Yet, since the convex hull is difficult to model and may not

be conducive to the application of the S-procedure, we adopt the more tractable circle bound

in this paper. In particular, the center of the blue-colored circle is located on the black-colored

circle and corresponds to ∆θ “ 0. By applying the law of cosines, the radius of the blue-colored

circle, dn, and the area of the circle uncertainty region, Aappn
, are given by, respectively,

dn “ rn `
?
2R

a
1 ´ cosϕn, Aappn

“ πprn `
?
2R

a
1 ´ cosϕnq2. (15)

Then, the accuracy of the bound can be evaluated via the ratio of the actual area and the

corresponding bounding area. In particular, we have

ratiopϕn, rnq “ Aactn

Aappn

“ πr2n ` 4Rrn
ϕn

π

πprn `
?
2R

?
1 ´ cosϕnq2

. (16)

In Figure 3, we illustrate the accuracy of the bound as a function of angle uncertainty φ and

normalized fading uncertainty rn
R

for n “ 6, ω “ 0.5, and θ “ π
3
. We observe that the bound

is relatively accurate, especially when the angle uncertainty is small, i.e., for the high-quality

sensing that is achieved by employing highly-directional beams at the DFRC BS. Note that the

proposed framework not only enables the offline pre-design of highly-directional sensing beam

patterns but also allows us to tune the length of the scanning period to frequently update the
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sensing information of the targets, which can potentially help mitigate the angle uncertainty

of the eavesdroppers. As a result, the bound derived in (15) is particularly well-suited for the

optimization framework developed in this paper.

Now, gjrms in (8) can be modeled as the summation of a known component and a bounded

uncertainty component as follows

gjrms “
c

α

p1 ` ρjqd2j rms
”?

ρj ` ∆gj,1rms, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,?
ρje

j2πωpNT´1qsinθj ` ∆gj,NT
rms

ıT
, (17)

where the uncertainty term ∆gj,nrms captures the joint effect of the angle and multi-path fading

uncertainties. By replacing rn, R, and cosϕn in (16) with βj,nrms, ?
ρj , and cos

`
ϕj,nrms

˘
,

respectively, we obtain a bound for the uncertainty term ∆gj,nrms as follows

|∆gj,nrms| ď βj,nrms `
a

2ρj

b
1 ´ cos

`
ϕj,nrms

˘
, (18)

where ϕj,nrms ě 0 is given by

ϕj,nrms “
ˇ̌
2πωpn ´ 1qsinθj ´ 2πωpn ´ 1qsin

`
θj ` φrms

˘ˇ̌
. (19)

Next, we collect all components ∆gj,nrms, @n P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , NTu, in vector ∆gjrms P C
NTˆ1. Since

we aim at developing a robust resource allocation algorithm that jointly optimizes all elements

of beamforming vector wkrms, having an uncertainty region for ∆gjrms, rather than the set of

uncertainty regions for the elements of ∆gj,nrms in (18), is desirable [30], [36]. As a result,

we further propose an upper bound for the CSI uncertainty of the j-th potential eavesdropper

∆gjrms as follows

∆gH
j rms∆gjrms ď

NTÿ

n“1

´
βj,nrms `

a
2ρj

b
1 ´ cosϕj,nrms

¯2
∆“ ν2

j rms, (20)

Φjrms ∆“
 
∆gjrms P C

NTˆ1 : }∆gjrms}
2

ď νjrms
(
. (21)

Here, continuous set Φjrms contains all possible small-scale fading uncertainties with their norms

bounded by νjrms ą 0. Finally, we represent the channel vector of eavesdropper j in snapshot

m as follows

gjrms “
c

α

p1 ` ρjqd2j rms
´
gj ` ∆gjrms

¯
, (22)

where gj P CNTˆ1 is the estimate of the channel of potential eavesdropper j at the beginning of

the scanning period and is given by

gj
∆“
”?

ρj ,
?
ρje

j2πωsinθj , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,?
ρje

j2πωpNT´1qsinθj
ıT

. (23)
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B. Problem Reformulation

In this subsection, we reformulate the considered optimization problem to facilitate the ap-

plication of BCD. In particular, we replace the original problem (12) by a lower bound version

which is based on the new uncertainty region in (21) and given by

maximize
trms,Wkrms,VrmsPHNT

1

Ttot

ÿ

mPM

trms
ÿ

kPK

´
min

∆hkrmsPΩkrms
Rkrms ´ max

jPJ
max

∆gjrmsPΦj rms,

|∆dj rms|ďDj rms

Cj,krms
¯

subject to C1-C9, (24)

Next, to make the objective function tractable, we first define a slack variable ξkrms P R to

address the first semi-infinite programming term min
∆hkrmsPΩkrms

Rkrms in the objective function of

(24), where ξkrms satisfies the following constraint

C10: ξkrms ď min
∆hkrmsPΩkrms

Rkrms, @m, @k. (25)

To further facilitate the reformulation of (24), we define another slack variable λkrms P R and

rewrite constraint C10 in an equivalent manner as follows

C10a: 2ξkrms ´ 1 ď λkrms, @m, @k, (26)

C10b: λkrms ď

min
∆hkrmsPΩkrms

TrphkrmshH
k rmsWkrmsqř

rPKztku

TrphkrmshH
k rmsWkrmsq ` TrphkrmshH

k rmsVrmsq ` σ2
Uk

, @m, @k.(27)

To handle the second semi-infinite programming term max
jPJ

max
∆gj rmsPΦj rms,

|∆dj rms|ďDjrms

Cj,krms in the objective

function, we first define two slack variables ηkrms, κkrms P R and rewrite it as follows

C11: ηkrms ě log2p1 ` κkrmsq, @m, @k, (28)

C12:κkrms ě

max
∆gj rmsPΦj rms,

|∆djrms|ďDjrms

α

p1`ρjqpdj`∆djrmsq2
Tr
´`

gj ` ∆gjrms
˘`
gj ` ∆gjrms

˘H
Wkrms

¯

α

p1`ρjqpdj`∆dj rmsq2
Tr
´`

gj ` ∆gjrms
˘`
gj ` ∆gjrms

˘H
Vrms

¯
` σ2

Ej

, @m, j, k. (29)

Then, to decouple the uncertainty variables, we multiply simultaneously the numerator and the

denominator of the SINR expression in (29) with α´1p1 ` ρjqpdj ` ∆djrmsq2. Subsequently,

we further introduce an additional slack variable ζk,jrms P R and reformulate constraint C12

equivalently as follows

C12a: κkrmsTr
´`

gj ` ∆gjrms
˘`
gj ` ∆gjrms

˘H
Vrms

¯
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´Tr
´`

gj ` ∆gjrms
˘`
gj ` ∆gjrms

˘H
Wkrms

¯
ě ζk,jrms, ∆gjrms P Φjrms, @m, j, k, (30)

C12b: ζk,jrms ě ´κkrmsσ2
Ej
α´1p1 ` ρjqpdj ` ∆djrmsq2, |∆djrms|

2
ď Djrms, @m, j, k. (31)

As such, the optimization problem in (24) can be equivalently recast in hypograph form follows

maximize
trms,Wkrms,VrmsPHNT ,

ξkrms,λkrms,ηkrms,κkrms,ζk,j rms

1

Ttot

ÿ

mPM

trms
ÿ

kPK

pξkrms ´ ηkrmsq

subject to C4:
1

Ttot

ÿ

mPM

trmsξkrms ě Rreqk
, @k,

C5:
1

Ttot

ÿ

mPM

trmsηkrms ď Rtolk , @k,

C1-C3,C6-C9,C10a,C10b,C11,C12a,C12b. (32)

We note that by applying the aforementioned series of reformulations, both semi-infinite pro-

gramming terms in the objective function of (24) vanish, such that the objective function becomes

more manageable for a robust resource allocation algorithm design. Also, the semi-infinite

constraints in C4 and C5 have been replaced by bilinear constraints C4 and C5. Yet, with

the new slack variables, we have also introduced new semi-infinite constraints C10b, C12a, and

C12b. To overcome the related difficulties, in the next subsection, we employ the S-procedure to

transform constraints C10b, C12a, and C12b into equivalent linear matrix inequality constraints,

respectively.

C. Handling Semi-Infinite Constraints C10b, C12a, and C12b

To tackle the semi-infinite constraints in C10b, C12a, and C12b, we first present the following

lemma.

Lemma 1 (S-Procedure [41]) Let functions uippq, i P t1, 2u, p P CNˆ1, be defined as

uippq “ pHQip ` 2ℜ
 
qH
i p

(
` qi, (33)

where Qi P HN , qi P CNˆ1, and qi P R. Then, the implication u1ppq ď 0 ñ u2ppq ď 0 holds if

and only if a δ ě 0 exists, such that

δ

»
–Q1 q1

qH
1 q1

fi
fl ´

»
–Q2 q2

qH
2 q2

fi
fl ľ 0, (34)

provided that a point pp exists such that uipppq ă 0.
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To facilitate the application of the S-procedure, we recast constraint C10b as follows

C10b: ∆hH
k rms

´
Wkrms ´ λkrms

` ÿ

rPKztku

Wkrms ` Vrms
˘¯

∆hkrms ´ λkrmsσ2
Uk

`2ℜ

$
&
%h

H

k

´
Wkrms ´ λkrms

` ÿ

rPKztku

Wkrms ` Vrms
˘¯

∆hkrms

,
.
-

`h
H

k

´
Wkrms ´ λkrms

` ÿ

rPKztku

Wkrms ` Vrms
˘¯

hk ě 0, ∆hkrms P Ωkrms. (35)

Then, by exploiting Lemma 1, constraint C10b can be rewritten as follows

C10b ô τkrms

»
–INT

0

0 ´µ2
krms

fi
fl ´

»
–

xWkrms xWkrmshk

h
H

k
xWkrms h

H

k
xWkrmshk ´ λkrmsσ2

Uk

fi
fl ľ 0,

ô C10b: Bkrms ´ CH
k
xWkrmsCk ľ 0, @m, k, (36)

where τkrms ě 0 and xWkrms is defined as xWkrms ∆“ λkrms
` ř
rPKztku

Wrrms `Vrms
˘

´Wkrms.

Besides, matrices Bkrms and Ck are defined as follows

Bkrms “

»
–τkrmsINT

0

0 ´τkrmsµ2
krms ` λkrmsσ2

Uk

fi
fl , @m, k, Ck “

”
INt

hk

ı
, @k. (37)

Similarly, we resort to Lemma 1 and transform constraints C12a and C12b as follows

C12a ô ιk,jrms

»
–INT

0

0 ´ν2
j rms

fi
fl ´

»
–

ĂWkrms ĂWkrmsgj

gH
j
ĂWkrms gH

j
ĂWkrmsgj ` ζk,jrms

fi
fl ľ 0,

ô C12a: Dk,jrms ´ EH
j
ĂWkrmsEj ľ 0, @m, k, j, (38)

C12b ô C12b: ̺k,jrms

»
–1 0

0 ´D2
j rms

fi
fl ´

»
– rκk,jrms rκk,jrmsdj
rκk,jrmsdj rκk,jrmsd2j ´ ζk,jrms

fi
fl ľ 0, @m, k, j,(39)

where ιk,jrms, ̺k,jrms ě 0 are slack variables and ĂWkrms is defined as ĂWkrms ∆“ Wkrms ´
κkrmsVrms. Also, matrices Dk,jrms and Ej are defined as follows

Dk,jrms “

»
–ιk,jrmsINT

0

0 ´ιk,jrmsν2
j rms ` ζk,jrms

fi
fl , @m, k, j, Ej “

”
INT

gj

ı
, @j. (40)

Besides, rκk,jrms P R is defined as rκk,jrms “ ´κkrmsσ2
Ej
α´1p1 ` ρjq for brevity.

Now, the robust design problem in (32) can be equivalently rewritten as follows

maximize
trms,Wkrms,VrmsPHNT ,

ξkrms,λkrms,ηkrms,κkrms,ζk,j rms,
τkrms,ιk,j rms,̺k,j rmsě0

F ptrms, ξkrms, ηkrmsq ∆“ 1

Ttot

ÿ

mPM

trms
ÿ

kPK

´
ξkrms ´ ηkrms

¯
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subject to C1-C3,C4,C5,C6-C9,C10a,C10b,C11,C12a,C12b. (41)

We note that although the S-procedure allows us to sidestep the semi-infinite programming

problem, the two resulting constraints C10b and C12a are non-convex due to the coupling

between the optimization variables. Nevertheless, in the following subsection, we will show that

by dividing the optimization variables into two blocks, we can efficiently tackle the equivalent

optimization problem in (41) and obtain a suboptimal solution with guaranteed convergence.

D. BCD-based Algorithm

In wireless communications, the coupling of optimization variables often leads to intrinsically

challenging non-convex design problems, e.g., for user scheduling [42], subcarrier assignment

[43], and intelligent reflecting surface-assisted wireless communication [44]. In the literature,

BCD-based methods have been shown to be effective for finding high-quality suboptimal solu-

tions for such optimization problems in a computational efficient manner [45], [46]. In particular,

by dividing the coupled optimization variables into several blocks, the subproblems associated

with the different blocks can be solved in an alternating manner.

Next, we divide the optimization variables into two blocks, i.e., ttrms,Wkrms,Vrms, ζk,jrmsu
and tλkrms, κkrms, ξkrms, ηkrms, ζk,jrmsu, and develop a BCD-based algorithm to tackle opti-

mization problem (41).8

Block 1: We first tackle the optimization of snapshot duration trms, beamforming matrix

Wkrms, covariance matrix Vrms, and ζk,jrms for given tλkrms, κkrms, ξkrms, ηkrms, ζk,jrmsu.

The corresponding optimization problem for trms, Wkrms, and Vrms is given by

maximize
Wkrms,VrmsPHNT ,trms,ζk,j rms

τkrms,ιk,j rms,̺k,j rmsě0

1

Ttot

ÿ

mPM

trms
ÿ

kPK

pξkrms ´ ηkrmsq

subject to C1-C3,C4,C5,C6-C9,C10b,C12a,C12b. (42)

We note that in Problem (42), the objective function and constraints C4 and C5 are linear

functions and constraints C10b and C12a are linear matrix inequality (LMI) constraints. The only

non-convexity in (42) originates from rank constraint C9. To tackle this problem, we employ

SDP relaxation by removing constraint C9 from the problem formulation. The resulting relaxed

8Note that optimization variable ζk,jrms is not coupled with any other optimization variable. Hence, we optimize ζk,jrms in

both blocks to preserve the joint optimality between ζk,jrms and the other optimization variables.
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version of (42) is a convex problem and can be solved efficiently by standard convex optimization

solvers such as CVX [47]. Furthermore, the tightness of the SDP relaxation of optimization

problem (42) is unveiled in the following theorem.

Theorem 1: The optimal beamforming matrix of the relaxed (42) satisfies RankpW˚
krmsq ď 1,

@k, @m.

Proof: The relaxed version of problem (42) has a similar structure as [46, Problem (43)] and

Theorem 1 can be proved following the same steps as in [46, Appendix A]. The detailed proof

of Theorem 1 is omitted due to page limitation.

Theorem 1 demonstrates that we can always obtain a rank-constrained optimal solution for

problem (42). Besides, according to Theorem 1, the optimal beamforming vector w˚
krms can be

recovered from W˚
krms by Cholesky decomposition, i.e., W˚

krms “ w˚
krmspw˚

krmsqH .

Block 2: For ttrms,Wkrms,Vrms, ζk,jrmsu, the block tλkrms, κkrms, ξkrms, ηkrms, ζk,jrmsu
can be obtained by solving the following optimization problem

maximize
λkrms,κkrms,ξkrms,ηkrms,ζk,j rms,

τkrms,ιk,j rms,̺k,j rmsě0

ÿ

mPM

trms
ÿ

kPK

pξkrms ´ ηkrmsq

subject to C4,C5,C10a,C10b,C11,C12a,C12b. (43)

Here, the objective function and constraints C4 and C5 are linear functions and constraint C10a

is a convex function. Moreover, given Wkrms and Vrms, constraints C10b and C12a are also

LMI constraints. Yet, the optimization problem in (43) is still non-convex due to the logarithmic

function in constraint C11. Since constraint C11 can be rewritten in the form of a difference of

convex functions, we propose to employ the IA method [40] to linearize the non-convex term.

To facilitate the application of IA, we construct a global underestimator for the non-convex term

based on its first-order Taylor approximation. In particular, we have

log2
`
1 ` κkrms

˘
ě log2

`
1 ` κ

piq
k rms

˘
` 1

lnp2q
`
1 ` κ

piq
k rms

˘
`
κkrms ´ κ

piq
k rms

˘
, @m, k, (44)

where κ
piq
k rms is the intermediate solution obtained in the i-th iteration of the IA and superscript

i denotes the iteration index of the optimization variable. As a result, we replace C11 by a

convex subset which is given by

C11: ηkrms ´ log2
`
1 ` κ

piq
k rms

˘
´ 1

lnp2q
`
1 ` κ

piq
k rms

˘
`
κkrms ´ κ

piq
k rms

˘
ě 0, @m, k, (45)

such that C11 ñ C11.
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Algorithm 1 Inner Approximation-based Algorithm

1: Set iteration index i “ 1, error tolerance 0 ă ǫIA ! 1, and initial point λ
piq
k rms, κ

piq
k rms, ξ

piq
k rms, η

piq
k rms,

ζ
piq
k,j rms, @k P K, @j P J , @m P M

2: repeat

3: For given λ
piq
k rms, κ

piq
k rms, ξ

piq
k rms, η

piq
k rms, ζ

piq
k,jrms, obtain the intermediate solution λ

pi`1q
k rms, κ

pi`1q
k rms,

ξ
pi`1q
k rms, η

pi`1q
k rms, and ζ

pi`1q
k,j rms, @k P K, @j P J , @m P M, by solving optimization problem (46)

4: Set i “ i ` 1

5: until
fpξ

piq
k

rms,η
piq
k

rmsq´fpξ
pi´1q
k

rms,η
pi´1q
k

rmsq

fpξ
pi´1q
k

rms,η
pi´1q
k

rmsq
ď ǫIA

Therefore, the optimization problem to be solved in the pi ` 1q-th iteration of the IA-based

algorithm is given as follows

maximize
λkrms,κkrms,ξkrms,ηkrms,ζk,j rms,

τkrms,ιk,j rms,̺k,j rmsě0

fpξkrms, ηkrmsq ∆“ 1

Ttot

ÿ

mPM

trms
ÿ

kPK

pξkrms ´ ηkrmsq

subject to C4,C5,C10a,C10b,C11,C12a,C12b. (46)

The proposed IA-based algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that in each iteration of

Algorithm 1, we solve a convex optimization problem and corresponding the objective function

fpξkrms, ηkrmsq is monotonically non-decreasing. Moreover, according to [40, Theorem 1], the

proposed IA-based algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a locally optimal solution of (43) in

polynomial time.

The overall BCD-based algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. Recall that the objective

function in (46) is monotonically non-decreasing in each iteration of Algorithm 1 and (42)

is a standard semidefinite programming problem. As a result, in each iteration, the objective

function value of the optimization problem in (41) does not decrease. Thus, according to [48],

the proposed BCD-based algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a stationary point of optimization

problem (24). Due to the application of the bound on the uncertainty region derived in Section

IV-A, the obtained solution is a feasible suboptimal solution of the original problem in (12).

Furthermore, in the IA-based algorithm, we solve for a set of scalar optimization variables, i.e.,

tλkrms, κkrms, ξkrms, ηkrms, ζk,jrmsu, while the optimization problem in (42) involves positive

semidefinite matrices Wkrms and Vrms. According to [49], the computational complexity of

the overall algorithm is dominated by step 3 of Algorithm 2. In particular, the computational

complexity needed to solve an SDP problem with a set of a SDP constraints, where each

constraint contains a b ˆ b positive semidefinite matrix, is given by O
`
ab3 ` a2b2 ` a3

˘
[50,
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Algorithm 2 Block Coordinate Descent-based Algorithm

1: Set iteration index l “ 1, convergence tolerance 0 ď ǫBCD ! 1, randomly generate pWkrmsq1 and pVrmsq1

by drawing their elements uniformly from the interval p0, Pmax

pK`1qNT
q, and set ptkrmsq1 “ Ttot

M
, pλkrmsq1 “

2
Rreqk ´ 1, pκkrmsq1 “ 2

Rtolk ´ 1, pξkrmsq1 “ Rreqk
, pηkrmsq1 “ Rtolk , pζk,j rmsq1 “ 0, @k P K, @j P J ,

@m P M

2: repeat

3: Solve (42) for given pλkrmsql, pκkrmsql, pξkrmsql, pηkrmsql, ζk,j rmsl and obtain ptrmsql`1, pWkrmsql`1,

pVrmsql`1, pζk,j rmsql`1

4: Solve (46) for trms “ ptrmsql`1, Wkrms “ pWkrmsql`1, Vrms “ pVrmsql`1, and ζk,jrms “

pζk,j rmsql`1 by applying Algorithm 1 and obtain pλkrmsql`1, pκkrmsql`1, pξkrmsql`1, pηkrmsql`1,

ζk,j rmsl`1

5: Set l “ l ` 1

6: until
F

´
ptrmsql,pξkrmsql,pηkrmsqlq

¯

F

´
ptrmsql´1,pξkrmsql´1,pηkrmsql´1q

¯ ´ 1 ď ǫBCD, where F p¨, ¨, ¨q is defined in (41)

7: t˚rms “ ptrmsql, W˚
k rms “ pW˚

k rmsql, V˚rms “ pV˚rmsql

Theorem 3.12]. For the rank-relaxed version of problem (42), we have a “ MKpJ ` 1q and

b “ NT. Therefore, the overall computational complexity of the proposed BCD algorithm is

given by O
´
logp 1

ǫBCD
q
“
MKpJ ` 1qN3

T `
`
MKpJ ` 1q

˘2
N2

T `
`
MKpJ ` 1q

˘3‰¯
, where ǫBCD is

the pre-defined accuracy factor in Algorithm 2.9

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the system performance of the proposed resource allocation scheme is evaluated

via simulations.

A. Simulation Setup

We focus on the resource allocation in an ISAC system covering a 120-degree sector of a

cell with a radius of 200 m. In particular, the DFRC BS is equipped with NT “ 12 antennas

with half-wavelength spacing of neighboring antenna elements. There are K legitimate users and

J previously detected targets (potential eavesdroppers) randomly and uniformly distributed in

the sector. Given the scanning period Ttot, the DFRC BS sequentially scans the sector using M

9Due to the random initialization and channel realizations as well as the unknown structure of the feasible region, it is very

challenging to analyze the speed of convergence of the proposed algorithm as a function of M and NT. Therefore, in Section

V, we investigate the speed of convergence of the proposed BCD-based algorithm via computer simulations.
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consecutive snapshots for new and already known targets where each snapshot is associated with

the transmission of a dedicated beam pattern pointing in one specific direction of the sector. The

M highly-directional beam patterns, Rdrms, are generated in a similar manner as in [17, Section

IV-B], where the main lobe of each beam pattern has a beamwidth of 120
M

degrees. Hence, for

a given Pmax, a set of Rdrms, @m P M, is pre-designed for the considered resource allocation

optimization problem in (24). Moreover, we model the small-scale fading coefficients of the

channels of the legitimate users as independent and identically distributed Rayleigh random

variables. The estimated LoS component of the channels of the potential eavesdroppers, i.e., gj ,

is modeled as the product of the array response vectors of the transceivers with Ricean factor

ρj “ 5. The path loss at a reference distance of 1 m is set to α “ 46 dB. To determine the

upper bound for the uncertainty regarding the eavesdropper channels ∆gjrms, i.e., νjrms, we

set the maximum angle uncertainty to φjrms “ 5 degrees. Moreover, for a given Ricean factor

ρj , the upper bound for rgj,nrms, i.e., βj,nrms, is set to βj,nrms “ 0.1
?
ρj . Based on this, we

can obtain the upper bound on ∆gjrms by applying (20). The bound of the distance uncertainty

of known target j in snapshot m is assumed to be Djrms “ 5 m, @j, m. To facilitate the

presentation, in the sequel, we define the normalized beam pattern difference tolerance factor and

the maximum normalized estimation error of the legitimate user channels as ςdrms “ δdrms

}Rdrms}2F

and χ2
krms “ µ2

k
rms

}hk}2

2

, respectively. Also, to facilitate the investigation of the average system

performance, the aforementioned parameters are assumed to be identical for all snapshots, i.e.,

φjrms “ φj , βj,nrms “ βj,n, Djrms “ Dj , ςdrms “ ςd, and χ2
krms “ χ2

k, @m P M. Unless

otherwise specified, we adopted the default parameter values introduced above or listed in Table

I for our simulations.

B. Baseline Schemes

For comparison, we consider three baseline schemes. For baseline scheme 1, the scanning

period is divided into M equal-length snapshots. Then, we jointly optimize the beamforming

vectors and the covariance matrix of the AN for maximization of the system sum secrecy rate

in the given scanning period. For baseline scheme 2, we consider a non-robust scheme that

treats the estimated CSI as perfect and adopt zero-forcing (ZF) beamforming at the DFRC BS.

In particular, the direction of the beamformer wkrms for legitimate user k is fixed and lies in

the null space of all other legitimate user channels. Then, we tackle (24) by jointly optimizing

the design of the duration of each snapshot, the covariance matrix of the AN, and the transmit
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TABLE I

SYSTEM SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

fc Carrier frequency 5 GHz

Ttot Duration of scanning period 5 ms

σ2
Uk

Noise power at legitimate user k ´100 dBm

σ2
Ej

Noise power at potential eavesdropper j ´100 dBm

tmin Minimum duration of snapshot 0.1 ms

tmax Maximum duration of snapshot 4 ms

Rreqk Average achievable rate of users 0.5 bits/s/Hz

Rtolk Maximum tolerable information leakage rate 0.2 bits/s/Hz

ǫIA Convergence tolerance of IA algorithm 10
´2

ǫBCD Convergence tolerance of BCD algorithm 10
´3

power for beamformer wkrms. Moreover, to investigate the actual performance of practical ISAC

systems, for baseline scheme 2, we substitute the solutions obtained by solving (24) back to the

problem in (12) and compute the actual system sum secrecy rate using the objective function

of (12). For baseline scheme 3, we employ the single snapshot multi-stage design approach.

In particular, assuming the estimates of the angles of all potential eavesdroppers are known at

the DFRC BS, we first design a multi-beam beam pattern Rd for given Pmax by employing

the method proposed in [17, Section IV-B], where the different beams of the multi-beam beam

pattern point to the potential eavesdroppers to facilitate high-quality sensing. Then, after setting

M “ 1 and tr1s “ Ttot, we tackle the optimization problem in (24) subject to constraints C1,

C2, C4, C5, C7, C8, and C9 by applying Algorithm 2 and obtain the desired beamforming

vectors and covariance matrix of the AN.10 Besides, the results in Figures 4-6 are averaged over

feasible solutions only. The feasibility of the considered scheme is studied in Figure 7.

C. Convergence of the Proposed BCD Algorithm

In Figure 4, we investigate the convergence of the proposed Algorithm 2 for different numbers

of antenna elements NT, snapshots M , legitimate users K, and potential eavesdroppers J . In

10Note that for baseline scheme 3, we first have to design a beam pattern Rd for each channel realization, and then, solve a

problem similar to (24) by applying Algorithm 2. In fact, this baseline scheme is considerably more time-consuming to simulate

due to its high complexity than our proposed scheme. As a result, we only show the performance of baseline scheme 3 in Figure

6.
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k “ 0.1, and Rreqk “ 0.5 bits/s/Hz.

particular, we consider four cases: Case 1 with M “ 10, NT “ 12, K “ 5, J “ 2, and

ςdrms “ 0.05; Case 2 with M “ 12, NT “ 14, K “ 5, J “ 2, and ςdrms “ 0.05; Case 3 with

M “ 12, NT “ 14, K “ 7, J “ 3, and ςdrms “ 0.05; and Case 4 with M “ 10, NT “ 12,

K “ 5, J “ 2, and ςdrms “ 0.1. As can be observed, for all four cases, the proposed BCD

algorithm monotonically converges quickly to a stationary point. Specifically, for Case 1, the

proposed algorithm converges within 10 iterations of Algorithm 2 on average. For Case 2, the

proposed algorithm needs roughly 5 additional iterations to converge to a slightly larger objective

value compared to Case 1. This is because the larger values for M and NT facilitate a more

efficient beamforming policy and the corresponding feasible region of problem (24) expands

with M and NT. Moreover, compared to Case 1 and Case 2, for Case 3, the proposed algorithm

needs around 25 additional iterations for convergence since the larger values of K and J lead to

a larger number of optimization variables and constraints. Besides, compared to Case 1, for Case

4, the proposed scheme converges to a slightly larger objective function value in roughly the

same number of iterations. This is because, by relaxing the beam pattern mismatch requirement,

the feasible set of the considered optimization problem is enlarged. As a result, the proposed

algorithm may converge to a more efficient solution, leading to a higher system sum secrecy

rate. Overall, we conclude that the proposed algorithm enjoys fast convergence.
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D. Average System Sum Secrecy Rate versus Maximum BS Transmit Power

In Figure 5, we study the average system sum secrecy rate versus the maximum transmit power

of the DFRC BS, Pmax, for different resource allocation schemes. As expected, the system sum

secrecy rate increases monotonically with Pmax. Moreover, we observe that the proposed scheme

leads to a substantially higher system sum secrecy rate compared to baseline schemes 1 and 2.

This significant performance improvement is due to the joint optimization of the beamforming

vectors, the covariance matrix of the AN, and the duration of the snapshots. On the one hand,

in each snapshot, the proposed scheme allows the DFRC BS to focus its beam on the legitimate

users and impair the eavesdroppers’ channels by exploiting AN which facilitates high data-rate

secure communications. On the other hand, benefiting from the optimized variable snapshot

lengths, the proposed scheme can exploit the extra DoFs introduced by the variable snapshot

durations to strike a balance between sensing and communication performance. By contrast, the

two baseline schemes achieve a considerably lower system sum secrecy rate. In particular, for

baseline scheme 1, although the DFRC BS can still exploit the DoFs available for resource

allocation in each snapshot, it is limited by the fixed snapshot durations. As for baseline scheme

2, although it is able to mitigate the MUI via ZF beamforming, it leads to a considerably lower

system sum secrecy rate.11 This can be explained as follows. First, due to the partially fixed

beamforming policy and the emission of AN, baseline scheme 2 may not be able to provide high

data-rate communication services to all legitimate users. Second, since ZF beamforming does

not exploit the CSI of the potential eavesdroppers, it may also lead to high channel capacities

between the DFRC BS and the potential eavesdroppers for wiretapping the legitimate users.

Besides, compared to the case of perfect CSI of the potential eavesdroppers (φj “ 0, βj,n “ 0,

and dj “ 0), thanks to the proposed robust optimization framework, for the proposed scheme,

small distance, angle, and multi-path fading uncertainties cause only a small degradation of

the system performance. Specifically, for the proposed scheme and baseline scheme 1, in the

presence of eavesdropper CSI uncertainty, the DFRC BS allocates more power to the AN to

effectively impair the channels of the potential eavesdroppers.

11We note that baseline scheme 2 is prone to infeasibility due to constraint C4 in optimization problem (24), cf. Figure 7.
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E. Average System Sum Secrecy Rate versus Normalized User CSI Uncertainty

In Figure 6, we illustrate the average system sum secrecy rate versus the maximum normalized

channel estimation error of the legitimate users. As expected, the average system sum secrecy

rate for the proposed scheme and the three baseline schemes decreases for increasing χ2
k. This is

due to the fact that as χ2
k increases, the DFRC BS becomes less flexible and more conservative

in the joint design of the beamforming vectors, AN, and snapshot duration in order to be able

to satisfy the QoS constraints. Specifically, in the presence of CSI uncertainty for the legitimate

users, the beamforming for the data transmission has to become less directional, which potentially

decreases the SINR of the legitimate users. Moreover, over the entire considered range of χ2
k,

the proposed scheme significantly outperforms the three baseline schemes. This unveils that by

jointly exploiting all available DoFs of the ISAC system, the proposed scheme can guarantee

physical layer security more effectively than the three baseline schemes, even if the CSI of

the legitimate users is not perfectly known. Furthermore, although the conventional multi-stage

optimization framework in baseline scheme 3 allows the DFRC BS to potentially serve all the

legitimate users in one snapshot, its system sum secrecy rate is compromised by two factors.

First, for multiple sensing targets, the desired beam pattern Rd has to generate multiple beams

where each beam aligns with one of the sensing targets. Yet, the resulting multi-beam beam
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pattern can potentially cause significant information leakage if the AN cannot simultaneously

impair the channels of all potential eavesdroppers. This inevitably results in a high channel

capacity between the BS and the potential eavesdroppers, which reduces the system sum secrecy

rate. Second, for stringent beam pattern mismatch requirements, which are favorable for target

sensing, e.g., ςd “ 0.05, the DFRC BS has to exploit most of the available DoFs to synthesize

the desired multi-beam beam pattern. As a result, the flexibility in information beamforming

design is small, which results in low SINRs for the legitimate users. Besides, comparing the

performance of the proposed scheme for ςd “ 0.05 and ςd “ 0.1, the former yields a lower

system sum secrecy rate. Recall that the normalized beam pattern difference tolerance factor ςd

limits the deviation of the actual beam pattern from the desired one. As a result, for larger values

of ςd, the DFRC BS has more DoFs for beamforming vector optimization, which facilitates a

more efficient communication-oriented beam pattern design. The above observations indicate

that the system designer has to carefully choose the value of ςd for ISAC system design.

F. Infeasibility rate versus Average User Achievable Rate

Figure 7 shows the infeasibility rate of optimization problem (12) versus the average achievable

rate of the legitimate users for different resource allocation schemes. Infeasibility occurs if a

solution that simultaneously satisfies the desired achievable rate Rreqk
requirement and all the

other constraints in optimization problem (12) cannot be found. To this end, we first generate 100

random channel realizations for the considered ISAC system and solve the approximated problem

in (24) for a given Rreqk
. Then, we count the number of feasible solutions of (12), denoted by Ifea,

and compute the infeasibility rate as 1´ Ifea
100

. As expected, the infeasibility rates of the proposed

scheme and baseline schemes 1 and 2 are monotonically non-decreasing as Rreqk
increases.

Yet, compared to the two baseline schemes, the proposed scheme can significantly reduce the

infeasibility rate thanks to the proposed optimization framework. In particular, for larger values of

Rreqk
, the DFRC BS employing the proposed scheme is able to flexibly prioritize the legitimate

users with unfavorable channel conditions by extending the duration of the snapshots of the

synthesized beam pattern. For comparison, in addition to the non-robust baseline scheme 2,

we also study the infeasibility rate of another non-robust scheme, i.e., the proposed scheme

taking CSI uncertainty not into account. Specifically, for this non-robust scheme, we solve an

optimization problem similar to (12) but treat the estimated CSI of the legitimate users and angle

of the potential eavesdroppers as perfect. Also, the multi-path fading component is assumed to be
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absent in the potential eavesdroppers channels. The infeasibility rate of this non-robust scheme

is computed in a similar way as that of baseline scheme 2. As can be observed from Figure

7, because of the CSI uncertainty in the ISAC system, the non-robust scheme leads to roughly

10% infeasibility rate even for a low average achievable rate constraint of the legitimate users.

As Rreqk
increases, the non-robust scheme yields a very high infeasibility rate compared to the

proposed scheme. These results not only underscore the effectiveness of the proposed scheme

in facilitating high data-rate communications, but also underline the importance of taking into

account the CSI uncertainty of both the legitimate users and the potential eavesdroppers for

robust resource allocation algorithm design for ISAC systems.

G. Beam Patterns During Scanning Period

In this subsection, we further investigate the performance of the proposed scheme by focusing

on the resource allocation policy for one channel realization of the ISAC system. In Figure 8,

we show the polar plot of the beam patterns of snapshots 1, 2, 3, and 5 as well as the locations

of the legitimate users and the potential eavesdroppers. We observe that the highly-directional

beam pattern in each snapshot covers one slice of the sector. As a result, both the legitimate users

and any new or known sensing targets are covered by the main lobes of the highly-directional
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beams, which facilitates ISAC. Moreover, in Figure 9, we show the durations of the snapshots

and the sum secrecy rates for the individual snapshots for the considered channel realization of

the ISAC system. Both the duration and the sum secrecy rate fluctuate in a similar manner across

the snapshots. In fact, once the average achievable rate requirements of all legitimate users are

satisfied, the DFRC BS allocates the remaining scanning time to the snapshot that contributes

most to the sum secrecy rate, i.e., snapshot 5 for the considered example. In particular, in snapshot

5, the DFRC BS jointly serves three legitimate users while the two potential eavesdroppers are

far away from these legitimate users, cf. Figure 8. Hence, it is desirable for the DFRC BS to

extend the duration of snapshot 5, since this simultaneously increases the average achievable rates

of the three legitimate users without causing severe information leakage to the eavesdroppers.

Moreover, we can observe that for the given parameter setting, the sum secrecy rates of all 10

snapshots are non-negative. In fact, for the considered problem formulation, negative Rsec
k rms

do not occur in any snapshot of the proposed scheme, see Remark 1. Besides, the duration of

snapshots 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9 is equal to the minimum snapshot duration tmin required for target

sensing.

In Figure 10, we illustrate the desired beam pattern and the actual beam patterns of snapshots

1, 2, 3, and 5. The desired beam pattern is obtained by solving an SDP problem similar to

[18, Eq. (13)]. To facilitate a comparison, we shift the actual beam patterns such that they are
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centered at 0. As can be observed from Figure 10, the actual beam patterns of the first three

snapshots accurately approximate the desired beam pattern. In fact, in the presence of angle

uncertainties for the potential eavesdroppers, the scheme employing the single snapshot multi-

stage design approach would broaden the main lobe of the synthesized beam pattern to impair

the channel of potential eavesdroppers for all possible angle uncertainties, cf. [18]. In contrast,

thanks to the sequential scanning mechanism of the proposed scheme, the DFRC BS is able

to maintain a highly-directional synthesized beam, which is favorable for high-quality sensing.

As for the beam pattern of snapshot 5, apart from the main lobe that closely approximates the

desired beam pattern, there is also a large sidelobe. Recall that in Figure 9, snapshot 5 has the

longest duration and contributes most to the sum secrecy rate. In fact, the sum secrecy rate

mainly benefits from the two legitimate users covered by the main lobe of the beam pattern in

snapshot 5. Hence, for the sake of maximizing the system sum secrecy rate, rather than extending

the duration of another snapshot dedicated to serving the legitimate user denoted by the arrow

in Figure 8, the DFRC BS prefers to jointly serve three legitimate users in snapshot 5. Yet,

restricted by the maximum transmit power allowance Pmax and the normalized beam pattern

difference tolerance factor δd, the DFRC BS cannot increase the transmit power and broaden the

main lobe of the synthesized beam to cover all three legitimate users. Instead, the DFRC BS

exploits the available DoFs to synthesize a suitable sidelobe to satisfy the average achievable

rate requirement of the legitimate user denoted by the arrow in Figure 8. Furthermore, Figure

11 illustrates how much power the DFRC BS allocates in each snapshot to beamforming and

AN. Thanks to the proposed optimization framework, the DFRC BS can flexibly synthesize the

desired highly-directional sensing beams by jointly optimizing the beamforming vectors and the

AN (e.g., in snapshot 6) or by transmitting only AN (e.g., in snapshot 2) or by using only

information beamforming (e.g., in snapshot 5). In particular, for slices containing no users, the

DFRC BS approximates the desired sensing beam pattern by using only AN, as this avoids

information leakage to the known as well as yet to be discovered eavesdroppers. On the other

hand, if there is at least one legitimate user in a slice, the DFRC BS embeds the corresponding

information signal in the sensing beam to satisfy the average achievable rate constraint of that

legitimate user and to boost the system sum secrecy rate.

In Figure 12, we investigate the duration of snapshot 1 versus the average achievable rate of

the legitimate user in snapshot 1 for one channel realization of the ISAC system. In particular,

we gradually increase the average achievable rate of the legitimate user in the area covered
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Fig. 12. Duration of snapshot 1 (ms) and system sum secrecy rate (bits/s/Hz) versus the average achievable rate of the legitimate

user in snapshot 1 with Pmax “ 30 dBm and ςd “ 0.1.

by snapshot 1, i.e., Rreq1
, from 0.5 bits/s/Hz to 1 bits/s/Hz and keep Rreqk

“ 0.5 bits/s/Hz,

k P Kz t1u, for the other legitimate users. As expected, the duration of snapshot 1 increases

with Rreq1
. This is because the DFRC BS has to extend the duration of snapshot 1 to satisfy the

more stringent QoS requirements of the legitimate user. On the other hand, we also show the

system sum secrecy rate (bits/s/Hz) of the entire scanning period versus Rreq1
. In particular, as

Rreq1
increases from 0.5 bits/s/Hz to 1 bits/s/Hz, there is an obvious system sum secrecy rate

reduction. This is due to the fact that as the time allocated to snapshot 1 increases, less time is

available for the other snapshots, and particularly for snapshot 5, which contributes most to the

sum secrecy rate, leading to a performance degradation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the robust and secure resource allocation algorithm design in

ISAC systems over a sequence of snapshots. In particular, the considered DFRC BS periodically

scans a service sector by taking a number of snapshots and employs highly-directional beams

in each snapshot to facilitate simultaneous sensing and secure communication. To fully unleash

the potential of ISAC systems, we proposed a novel design concept based on variable-length

snapshots, and developed an optimization framework for the available resources of ISAC systems

over a series of snapshots. The duration of each snapshot, the beamforming vector, and the

covariance matrix of the AN are jointly optimized to maximize the sum secrecy rate over the
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scanning period. The CSI of the potential eavesdroppers in the current scanning period can be

obtained from the echoes in the previous scanning period. We took into account the unavoidable

CSI uncertainty for the legitimate user and potential eavesdropper channels and formulated the

resource allocation algorithm design as a non-convex optimization problem. To facilitate a robust

resource allocation algorithm design, we adopted a bounded uncertainty model for the distance

estimation error and established a tractable bound to capture the joint angle and multi-path

fading uncertainty of the eavesdroppers. Subsequently, a computationally efficient BCD-based

algorithm with guaranteed convergence was developed by capitalizing on IA and SDR. Our

simulation results confirmed that the proposed scheme achieves a significantly higher physical

layer security performance compared to three baseline schemes. Moreover, our results showed

that the CSI uncertainty of both the legitimate users and the potential eavesdroppers should

be carefully considered for robust ISAC system design. Furthermore, our results revealed that

compared to the widely adopted single snapshot optimization framework, our variable-length

snapshot optimization framework not only facilitates the offline design of highly-directional beam

patterns that are favorable for high-quality sensing, but also allows us to prioritize communication

and sensing depending on the application scenario.

The proposed optimization framework can be extended to a more general framework by also

including the possibility of target tracking. The resulting resource allocation problem constitutes

an interesting topic for future work.
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